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FOREWORD
This final report documents the results of a study ext msion performed under
NASA Contracts NAS 9-15779. The study was conducted under the technical direction
of the Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) , Herbert G. Patterson, Systems
Design, Johnson Space Center. Mr. Lawrence Edwards, NASA Iie:idquarters, Office
of Space Transportation Systems, Advanced Concepts, was the cognizant represents
tivr of that agency.
The Grumman Aerospace Corporation's study manager was Ronald E.. Boyland .
f'hc major contributors and principal investigators were Stanley W. Sherman and
Ifenr y W. 1lorfin.
"Cthe final report consists of the following volumes:
• Executk, c Summary - Volume 1
s MOTV Capabilities handbook and Users Guide - Volume 2
I - BACKGROUND
NASA is presently devloping a manned space transportation system to low
cilrth orbit. However, advanced space mission planning includes both manned low
earth orbit and planned geosynchronous earth orbit missions. The activities poten-
tially requiring manned participation in both orbits consist of construction, inspection,
servicing. repairing, and operation of large space systems su:h as communication,
soli!r power, and oilrth observation satellites. In order to exploit the capabilities of
the Space Transportation System and develop the full potential of space operations
it is essential that development planning of orbit trans:'er vehicles be expanded to
include manned capability .
A NASA founded study was performed by irumnitui during 1979 to determine
the types of 111a1111ed missions that will likely be performed in the late 1980's or curly
1990's tinlefranle. to define (MOTV configurations which satisfy these missions require-
inents, and to develop it program plan for its development. Figure 1- 1 shows the All
. repulsive O'I'V (APOTV) resulting from the study while Fig. 1-2 shows its crew
eapsti1c. 1, 11is report covers i1 nine plonth extension to that study.
'Che prinli ► ry focus Of this extension centered on the selection of it preferred
1 1,04W c oill'i ;. oration and mission mode to perform the generic missions identified in the
111:611 - llkly . Twenty generie missions were originally defined for !11OTV but. to sim-
plit"' the selection process, five of these missions were selected its typical and used as
11e:,i ll lteferenee :Missions. S• , stems and subsystems requirements were re-examined
and	 :u1;111'ses performed to determine optimum point designs. 'Turnaround
modes % cre considered to determine the most effective combination of ground-based
I.
i
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2 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1 CONCLUSIONS
Re-examination of missions task performance confirmed the main study conclu-
sion that external manipulators, operated from within the crew capsule, could
adequately perform routine satellite service, repair and construction. Thus, IVA
is b aselined with EVA available on each mission for contingency and emergency
operations.
The number of men necessary to operate the IVA system was found to be two
for 75',, of the generic missions, vicluding the five DRMs. It is felt that EVA with
either one man out and one man in the capsule or with both men out and the MOTV
controlled by voice recognition/synthesis is acceptable for emergency or contingency
operations. Accommodations for the two men can be adequately provided by the
'functional minimum' crew capsule which has a free volume of 3M 3 per man and is
lowest cost.
Itegarding mission modes. APOTV requires no technological breakthrough and
is considered. therefore. to have the least risk development. It can be evolved Inter
to :i Hoare dcnaanding mission mode, such as Aeorballute OTV (AtiOTV) or Lifting
liraake (.)TV (I.BOTV) , which may have performance and cost advantages. Emergency
return from G1;0 of the APOTV is less hazardous than the alternate modes considered
and is more Conafurtable for an ailing crewman. It is also the lowest cost. however.
it can take up to IS hours longer than it
	 entry capsule to return from (;1:0 to
ground but th(- benefit of faster return time I ;t not been identified except for an
ubv ious life or (L-aatli situation.
6
r
f.1 urnarourd of the vehicle is less costly if space-based at SOC for routine serv-
icing, with periodic return to the ground for labor-intensive tasks such as major
overhaul. Assuming SOC turnaround, a pressurizable hangar for 111OTV servicing can
I
reduce the total labor cost., by about 50'f..
2.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
Mission costs derived during the study have been based on whole numbers of
STS flights. Development of it traffic model for OTV and MOTV missions would
allow manifesting; of STS payloads, perhaps reducing the number of STS launches
per mission and thus, costs per mission. Such a traffic model would also enable the
amortization of production and DDT&E cost over operational flights.
More detailed definition of SOC would lend to more refined turnaround analyses
and SOC vs ground tasks mix. It would also allow better definition of MOTV turn-
around requirements for SOC. FurtY:^r study of a pressurized hangar on SW: leads
to better definition of its advantages and its impact on SOC.
(srumman LASS facility is currently being used to investigate master/slave
manipulator operations for the MIMS contracted study. It would be beneficial to
extend and vignient these investigations to include 11OTV mission task requirements.
A crc%% (:(psule mock up to include work stations for the manipulator investiga-
tiot,s ;111(i to include living; accommod ations for the crew, would ihelp resolve many of
the douht s that have been expressed regarding the free volume ; equirements for ! he
( 1 r( , kv .
ABOTV and LBOTV are mission modes which have been propo:;ed by the con-
tractors studying 0TV propulsion for MSNC. The impact of these aero-assist modes
on the crew (,.,psule should be inve^;tigated as part of the assessment as to their
praeticahilltN .
3 - SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS AND SENSITIVITY
3.1 GENERIC AND DESIGN REFERENCE MISSIONS
For this study, mission features of interest are the services that the MOTV
will be called upon to provide. Based on analysis of the Potential User Programs,
20 generic MOTV missions were defined in Phase 1, each providing a specific service.
Details of these 20 missions are included in the Mission Handbook, issued at the end
of Phase 2. The salient characteristic of each generic mission are shown in Fig. 3-1.
Five generic categories are identified, and within each category is a wide sampling
of missions. They range from short duration, small crew size and low mission hard-
ware weight to orbit, to long duration, large crew size and heavy mission hardware
weight to orbit. Mission orbits range from GEO to 12 hr/63 0 elliptic to deep space
(400,000  n mi circular) .
In this study extension, we have concentrated on the five Design Reference
Missions (DRNI) identified in the chart, and which typify the range of performance
requirements of the other of generic missions. The number of crewmen quoted are
the minimum necessary to perform each mission, assuming IVA for the tasks. In
general, two men can perform the tasks although the guidelines defined a minimum
crew size of three.
3.2 CREEP CAPSULE ACCOMMODATIONS SENSITIVITIES
Over the course of the study and this extension, four baseline crew capsules
have been developed and are summarized in Fig. 3-2. Between them, they house two
or three men with accomodations ranging from provisions for privacy quarters for
each crewman, termed 'basic' capsule, to a more spartan layout with no privacy
quarters, termed 'functional minimum'. The three man basic crew capsule has a dry
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weight of 3584 Kg. The 'functional minimum' version of this 3-man capsule, eliminates
the three privacy quarters for the crew by combining work and sleep stations, and
saves 1 m in capsule length and, 440 Kg dry weight. As shown in Fig. 3-1, a crew
of two is adequate to carry out most missions. Therefore, two capsule concepts were
introduced in this extension study, a two man version of the 'basic' capsule and a
'functional minimum' capsule. The two man 'basic' capsule is 0.9m shorter than the
original Phase 2 three man capsule and weighs 530 Kg less. The two man 'functional
minimum' is 1.5m shorter than the three man 'basic' and saves 805 Kg dry weight.
Cost sensitivity for these capsules is shown in Fig. 3-3. The data is for
DRNI ER 1, but a similar sensitivity is exhibited for the other DRMs. The impact of
crew size on crew capsule cost results in less than a 7% difference for DDT&E and
production costs.
3.3 EVA VS IVA SENSITIVITIES
The question of mission task performance using Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA)
or Intra Vehicle Activity (IVA) was also re-examined in the extension study. The
main study recommendation was that IVA should be baselined, since it carried less
weight penalty and higher productivity. This recommendation still holds and current
mission scenario analysis shows that all generic missions can be performed IVA.
However, a change in mission tasks to be performed or the addition of other missions
may require some planned EVA's.
Figure 3-4 shows weight penalties for performing a mission using planned EVA as
compared to the baseline IVA weight penalty. IVA recognizes that contingencies may
arise where, rather than abandon the mission. EVA would rectify a problem. This,
weight. therefore, includes capability for two contingency EVA's. Eva with a two man
crew requires ei!her both men outside using the buddy system, leaving the vehicle un-
attended but controlled via voice synthesis, or one man outside while the other remains
to monitor the vehicle, but space suited, ready to go to his companion's aid if required.
10
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The other parameter, when considering EVA or IVA for task performance, is
productivity. Based on the times required to service one MMS satellite, the total
elapsed time to perform a task of short duration using EVA is typically 2.57 times
longer than performing it IVA. With longer duration tasks requiring multiple work-
days, EVA is typically 2.72 times longer than IVA.
3.4 STS LAUNCHES PER MISSION
In our recently completed main study, the standard STS, with a 65,000 lb pay-
load capability, was used to launch the APOTV and its associated mission hardware to
LEO. The numbers of launches required to accomplish each of twenty generic missions
were reported during the main study. They have been updated, as shown in Fig. 3-5,
to re 47 e,-t revised crew capsule wrights. For some construction missions this lead
areduction in shuttle launches r quired from that previously reported.
In light of the propulsion idies being conducted under contract from M1IS1'C,
we have calculated the number of Advanced Shuttle (100,00 lb payload) launches
required to accomplish each generic mission using an Aero Assist APOTV . Introdue-
tion of an advanced, 1008. STS in conjunction with an APOTV reduces the maximum
number of launches to two for any generic mission.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS
The analyses summarized in the preceding paragraphs are the main sensitivities 	 -
traded in this study extension. Conclusions drawn from these analyses indicate:
o A two man crew and crew capsule is a viable alternative to the three man
baseline defined in the previous study, provided that groundrules for EVA
are modified to allow one man to go out EVA and the second man remain in the
capsule, space--suited, ready to assist if necessary. Or that the capsule can
be left unattended provided that voice synthesis and recognition is developed
to allow vehicle control by an EVA man and communication with the ground
via the capsule.
12
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These relaxations are more acceptable if applied to IVA missions where
EVA is provided for contingency or emergency situations.
o IVA carries less weight penalty than EVA for the performance of mission
tasks and has higher productivity. IVA is, therefore. recommended its the
baseline.
o 'There is less than 7% difference in crew capsule production and DDT&E cost
between two or three man crew capsules.
0 Half the generic missions require four Standar.? STS launches 407, require
three launches, and IN require two launches. With the introduction of an
advanced STS, 100K Payload capability, and ari aero assisted OTV, 507, of
the missions will require two launches with the remainder only needing one
launch.
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4 - CONCEPTS EVALUATION
The primary objective of the study extension was to select a preferred MOTV
configuration and mission mode based on MOTV capability and potential application.
'Phis section summarizes the concept evaluation process and subsequent study findings.
At the outset, the evaluation process was geared to identify the crew size crew
capsule, and mission mode combination which best performed the five DRMs. figure
4-1 shows the logic flow used. Two types of capsule were considered, it
type which must be returned to earth by the shuttle turd it 're-entry' type which can
return, directly. The 'non-entry' type was evaluated by first defining the number of
men necessary to perform the mission tasks and then determining whether that size
crew could cope with emergency or contingency EVA. Optional levels of comfort for
the crew were then evaluated using criteria of cost, mission success. and growth
potential. The preferred capsule then becomes the baseline crew capsule for each of
three mission modes considered, the APOTV , A130TV and LBOTV .
A 're entry' type capsule which returns directly to earth was also defined which
houses the same crew size and provides the same facilities its the selected 'non-entry'
tN-pc. This eal»ule was baselined for the Aero Maneuvering Re-entry Vehicle (AMRV).
;\ mission mode trade was then performed among competing concepts i.e. APOTV
vs :\HDTV vs. LBOTV vs. A111RV, and based on this trade, it concept selected
for mission mode and crew capsule.
The impact of emergency return was considered its it side issue. if the baseline
concept was ,XPO f V . ABO'1'V or LBOTV , then, even in an emergency, the crew
returns to 1,1:0 for rendezvous with it shuttle. Alternatively, a lifeboat can he added
to the capsule for direct return of the crew. A third alternative was the use of an
A1111V in which the crew always returns directly to Earth. These alternates were
eocisidcred in terms of safety. time-to-return, and cost. 	 W
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4.1 CREW CAPSULE EVALUATION
As shown in the logic, flow chart Figure 4-1, the first trade determined the
baseline crew size and the corresponding capsule to accommodate them.
2-Man vs 3 Man Crew: Five DRMs were used for this evaluation. Figure 4-2
identifies the criteria considered in this evaluation and the minimum crew necessary
to perform the DRM mission tasks. It also considers whether that crew number could
cope with emergency or contingency EVA.
Original manpower requirements, conducted during Phase I of the study. found
that two men could perform four out of five DRMs. The fifth DRM. C3. called for
three men since sonic observation of the work-piece was necessary during final
checkout. It was felt that it
	
man would be useful for this task. On re-examina-
tion it was found that two men could perform this mission provided the observation
task wits clone sequentially. This resulted in it 55 min. time penalty added to the poll
orbit , mission tune.
E'VA was provided on it contingency basis where for sonic unforeseen circum-
stance the mission could not be completed and could not be handled by the IVA prime
node. It might be an emergency affecting crew safety or critical MOTV subsystems.
In any event. for this failure mode both crewmen would go EVA, using the buddy
system, to rectify the problem. Communication with the ground would be maintained
via the vehicle. An alternative mode is for one mail
	 go EVA while the other re-
mains in the capsule. but he is space-suited, ready to go to the Assistance of his
mate it' needed.
Our evaluation showed that 2 men could perform all DRMs without significant
penalty and is, therefore. the base crew size.
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"Non-entry" capsule: basic vs. functional minimum: Having selected as crew
size of 2 the question arises as to the standard of accommodation necessary for ef-
fi ,^ent handling of their duties and required storage volume for anission equipments,
and associated life support subsystems. Figure 4-3 shows the 'basic' and 'functional
minimum' versions of it 2-man crew capsule. The following requirements were imposed
on the design of these crew capsules:
• Privacy for mixed crew bodily functions
• Individual quarters for privacy
• EVA suit donning volume and storage
• Waste management system
• Personal hygiene system
• Galley
The 'basic' capsule has two main functional areas. The flight and mission
station which is located at the forwarded and has two operators. side by side, with
all necesucr; pilot and manipulator controls. The aft section provides privacy
quarters for each crew number and can be closed off by curtains, a galley and food
storage area, and it waste management facility. FVA, suits are also stored and donned
in this area. The aft wall of the capsule is lined with subsystems some of which are
also located under the floor. A personal hygiene facility is in the rear bank of sut)-
nosystems. free volume per man for the 'basic' capsule is 4m 3 , and provides Celent,
I performance' level of comfort for a mission time of 27 days.
Most missions, including the DRD,s were of shorter in duration and this led to
consideration of reducing capsule volume without materially degrading crew comfort
level. The result was it 	 minimum' capsule which was considered to be about
Ow minimum volume necessary to provide required facilities, store necessary sub-
s^-stems, and have sufficient free volume for crew movement and donning of EVA suits.
The free volume required was reduced to ?m 3 per person. This compared to about
I
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2.2m 3 her man for the Lunar Module and about 2m 3 per man for the Apollo Command
1	 Module. Tile capsule was 0.6m shorter than the 'basic' capsule, and saved 279 Kg ofi
f	 structure, ''PS, line-runs, and crew accommodations weight. In arriving at this con-
figuration, the requirement governing the 'basic' configuration for privacy quarter;
was eased by combining work stations and living quarters together, Now, privacy
was obtained by each crew member by pivotting 1800 in his seat from his work position.
and pulling curtains around his territory. The forward deck flight station remains
essentially unchang.A from the 'basic' capsule. The aft section which caters to crew
services and subsystems stowage also remains the same except that the bank of sub-
systems l(wated inside the rear dome has been increased in depth to allow for essential
stowage volume lost by shortengitig the capsule.
Figure 4- 4 summarizes the evaluation of these two crew capsules. Some criteria
werc considered to be of more importance than others, particularly those affecting
costs and safety. Usually. these were given twice the weight of the other criteria.
iience, im'r&i.. and cost per mission (CPM) 'lave been given it factor of 2. but produc-
tion costs which are not considered to have the same impact is not given extra weight.
Although the cost differentials between the two capsules were small the y showed that
the 'functional minimum' capsule was less costly than the 'basic' capsule. 'Therefore
they ra111t611 as discriminators. Safety , another high ranking; criterion, was the same
for both capsules and, Consequently. was not a discriminator. Similarly, such
criteria a, flight and mission station utilization was the same for both capsules and,
cousequentIN ,
 . was not a discriminator. Similarly, such criteria as flight and mission
station utilization was the same for both capsules, and was excluded from this summary
ex"lluatioti chart.
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Capsule length was a factor because of its demand on shuttle cargo bay length.
Weight was reflected in cost figures, but was also at limitation on orbiter cargo mani-
fest . 'Crew comfort level' indicates the maximum number of days each capsule is
capable of accommodating a crew of two at various levels of habitability, using
standard habitability curves. Since the 'functional minimum' capsule could adequately
support the crew within the 'performance' habitability level set by Celentano for four
of the five DRNis, and could support the fifth DRM at the Celentano 'tolerance' level
it was selected its the winner for this ,parameter. The 'basic' capsule wan oversized
for the DRN1 1 S. Subsystems stowage in 'functional minimum' capsule was optimum with
no excess volume as was the case with the 'basic' capsule. Area for EVA preparation
was adequate in the 'functional minimum' capsule and was therefore p eferred,
The 'basic' capstile won out ii. the area of direct mounting of external mission
equipment to rail supports on the capsule shell. It also could accommodate an extra
man or mount a work bench without adding to its external length; a feature not avail-
able with the 'functional aaainimum' capsule.
The 'functional minimum' capsule wits thus the preferred capsule. It was the
overall winner of this straight scoring system and provided adequate DRM performance
:at lower cost.
'Direct entry' capsule: The AMRV mission mode requires as drew capsule capable
of rvlurrintt directly to earch from GEO. A concept for this capsule is shown in Fig.
4 5. It i ,, :i 'direct entry' version of the selected 'non-entry' capsule i.e.. 'l men
oeeulaying 'functional minimum' quarters. Its dry weight of' 4.400 Kg includes it cap
rule hk A shield. deeeler = iting SRM, parachutes/parawing, landing; gear and entry
ctmches for the +-rew. This compares to it 	 weight of 2775 Kg for the non entry
'fuuetioraaal minimum' capsule.
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Crew Capsule Costs: As an input to the mission modes evaluation, Fig. 4-6
summarizes capsule production and DDT&E costs for 'pion entry' and 'direct entry'
capsules. The higher costs for 'direct entry' capsule are mainly attributable to its
entry and recovery requirements.
4.2 MISSION MODES EVALUATION
After selecting a crew capsule concept the next task in the logic flow was the
selection of it preferred mission mode. Four candidates were considered, the APOTV ,
ABOTV, LABOTV and the AMRV.
Guidelines for this trade were:
AV Reqmts:	 - To GEO	 = 14030 fps All Modes
- To LEO
	
= 13816 fps APOTV
= 6530 fps ABOTV & LBOTV
- GEO Deorbit = 8806 fps AMRV
LEO Circular = 7798 fps AMRV Propn. Core
Engine Performance: - I sp = 458 SEC (111,10 Der 1113)
Stage Type:	 - 1 1/2 Stage Disciplined
Recovery Modes:
	 - By STS In LEO (APOTV, ABOTV, LBOTV)
- Direct Entry For AMRV Crew Capsule: Propulsion
Module Recovered By STS In LEO
- Return To SOC
Payload:
	 - Picked Up In LEO & Delivered To GEO
All vehicles were normalized to the 1 1? 2 stage disciplined concept to evaluate
payload performance. Furthermore, payload was considered to be picked up in the
11:0, thus avoiding STS cargo manifest problems.
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Figure 4-7 shows the configuration for each mission mode option at LEO
ignition. To reflect the change in number of drop tanks with mission mode, the
configurations for ER1 mission at LEO igmition are shown. The ABOTV sketch
shows, in phantom, the ballute used to decelerate the vehicle in the upper a t mos-
phere on LEO return from GEO. Similarly, LBOTV shows the lifting brake. Along-
side each sketch, a diagramatic representation of the particular mission mode is
shown. In all modes except AMRV, a loitering shuttle (dotted line) was assumed
waiting in 11:0 to bring the MOTV back to Earth. With AMHV , the loitering shuttle
returns only the p ropulsion core since the crew would have returned directly to
Earth in their direct entry capsule.
(Mission mode payload capabilities: Deploy and return trip payload capabilities
Of the four candidate flight modes are given in Fig. 4 - 8. Each uses a propulsion
core with 17.500 kg propellant capacity and an added drop tank with every subsequent
STS launch. Each drop tank carries either 25,416 kg or 26,663 kg of propellant,
depending; upon other payload calirgeable items carried by the shuttle. The payload
performance quoted includes everything; forward of the propulsion core including the
crow capsule, mission hardware, etc. the crew capsule etc.
Mission mode costs. Costs for the candidate mission modes vary with mission.
I` igurc 4 9 shows the vehicle costs and costs per mission for mission DRNI E.111
  flown
:l^; .ill :\NYI'V . an ABOTV, an ABOTV, and LBOTV and an ANIRV . Similar Sensitivities
%vould he denumstrated for each of the otter MINN. DDT&E deltas for ABOTV and
l,M)TV mahily rolled the added aeroballute laid lifting brake systems. Production
costs for .ill four modes vary by only $34M for two ship sets plus spares. Variation
ill cost per mission is mainly due to additional shuttle launches for the drop tanks,
whose,
 number varies with mission mode.
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Compared to APOTV, the higher DDT&E and production costs for AB /I,BOTV
are recouped within 10 missions.
Evolution: Evolution potential for the various mission modes was also factored
into the ev 4uation. Referring to Fig. 4-10, the 'non-entry' type crew capsule call be
used oil
	
, ABOTV or LBOTV , while the 'direct entry' type is of use only on
AN1RV. APOTV can evolve to ABOTV or LBOTV by merely adding; at ballute or lifting
brake system. Some upgrading of subsystems, such as GN&C, may also be necessary.
ANIRV, although it uses the sam propulsion system as the others, requires the special
'direct entry' capsule which is dead ended since it cannot be readily increased in size.
APOTV seems to have the highest growth potential.
E.valution : The criteria used in this evaluation were those which showed some
discrimination between mission modes. Many criteria which were originally considered
showed equal ranking for all four modes tuid were, therefore, not included in the
evaluation tabulated in Fig. 4-11. Weighting factors were applied to some discimitlators
to emphasize their importance particularly those affecting safety and costs. The
methodology used for this comparison took each mission mode concept and rated it with
respect to the others for each discriminator. Each option wits griven it ranking number
ti.e.. 1 for first . 2 for second, etc.) with the sum of rankings = 1 + 2 -# 3 -+ 4
	 10
for each evaluation. To determine the score for each mode. the ranking points are
subtracted from 5, then multiplied by the weightings factor.
liankiiir;-s for payload capability, costs, and evolution were discussed in preced
int paragraphs. Safety considers the number of single points failures as the dis-
criminatol•
 between modes. In general, it was assumed thvi .ail systems and sub
systems have redundancy built into them to avoid single point failures. There are.
howek• er, some areas where it is impractical to avoid potential sil ;;; point failure :.
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These occur mainly in subsystems which provide for deceleration prior to earth entry
or L1:O circularization. ABOTV hits two engines for deceleration and. therefore, has
no potential single point failures. ABOTV uses a ballute system which hits no back-up.
nor does the lifting brake of LBOTV . AMRV relies on several systems to get the crew
through atmospheric entry to landing including it heat shield. deceleration SRM , para-
wing . and landing gear.
Considering technology development, the materials discriminator reflects devel-
opment necessary for deceleration systems and, in the case of AMRV. the licatshield.
Compared to ABOTV, it more accurate GN&C subsystem is required for ABOTV to
control the skip-in the skip out maneuver tit entry. The AMRV also hits many elements
in its entry and recovery systen, which need to be developed. The practicality of the
aeromaneuvering flight return mode still must be investigated seriously and assessed.
Ground turnaround favors ABOTV, a self-contained vehicle, followed by AiiurV
which requires replacing the ballute , then I,IiOTV . where the lifting brake has to be
inspected and serviced and, finally, the AMRV with its separate return capsule and
all of its recovery system to be refurbished. Payload mounting, especially on return,
has little problem for A11OTV, but aerodynamic forces and e.g. problems present more
diffieultN' for ABOTV and LBOTV. For AMRV , return cargo will be carried either
inside the crew capsule or somewhere on the propulsion core for orbiter return.
The -wo''V was it
	 winner of this evaluation and is recommended as the
baseline 111i,> ' ion
 nwde. particularly in the early stages of in NIOTV program where it
posses the least development risk and greatest evo!ution capability.
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`	 4.3 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
• 2 man 'functional minimum' crew capsule is preferred:
- It can perform all of the DRMs
- Provides adequate crew comfort (Celcntano 'performance' level for
missions up to 16 days)
Subsystems stowage is adequate for all D?Ms
Marginally lower costs than the 'basic' capsule
- $961 lower DDT&E and production
- $0.8QN lower cost per mission
• APOTV is the preferred mission mode for early missions:
Least development and operational risk
Greatest evolution potential
For the same number of S'TS launches, payload capability is
lleploy only = 85 7b- 95% of ABOTV /LBOTV
Roundtrip = 50$-60% of ABOTV /LBOTV
im ,r&I: and production costs = $82M lower than AMRV
= $24061 lower than ABOTV /LBOTV
Cost per mission	 = $1.5M lower than AMRV
= $25M higher than ABOTV /LBOTV
Recommendations:
o Continue definition of ABOTV and LBOTV , and determine impact on crew
capsule with respect to aero heating requirements during skip-in. skip out
manruvers
o Construct at crew capsule mock-up to help resolve habitability questions,
work stations layout manipulator operations, and IVA task performance
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4.4 EMERGENCY RETURN
The impact of mission abort, in the event of an emergency, was considered
its a side issue. Flight mode options which cater to emergency return, are shown
in Figs. 4-12. APOTV, ABOTV and LEOTV all use the 'non entry' capsule, there-
fore APOTV is used as typical. One option with this crew capsule, is to return in
normal flight mode to rendezvous with a loitering shuttle. Alternatively, it lifeboat
could be provided for direct entry of the crew back to earth if the emergency merits
it. The third option is to accept the weight and performance penalties for AMRV and
baseline it as the normal flight mode. Here the crew always returns directly to earth
from GEO.
There are three postulated classes of emergencies which necessitate immediate
return from GEO. First there is a severe solar storm for which it is necessary to de-
seend to below three earth radii to reach safety. In this case, the MOTV would return
to earth in its normal flight mode, either to rendezvous with a loitering shuttle
(:1['O"r1') or, in the case of Al1IRV, the crew returns directly to earth.
The current assumption is that subsystems will be designed to be fail
operational/fail safe. If there is a malfunction, then the NIOTV will abort the mission
and return as it would for normal flight. With 'APO'rV plus lifeboat' mode, the crew
ha:: the option of returning directly in the lifeboat.
In the case of an :ailing; crewman, the objective would be to get the crewman to
E' arth vs soon as reasonably possible. With APOTV mode, the returning capsule has
to return via the loitering shuttle but with a lifeboat included oil APOTV. or with
AMRV mode, the crew returns directly to KSC.
Thus, for each of these three eategories of emergency, the crew returns via
Hie shuttle or directly
32
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Figure 4-13 lists the requirements for handling each type of emergency. Both
concepts can adequately handle any emergency. but the direct return concept can
return to the ground twice as fast. However, there are very few emergencies we have
identified which requires a fast return, therefore the significance of this additional
performance capability is obscure at this time.
Using DRM ERI as a typical mission. Fig. 4-14 shows costs sensitivities for
adding a lifeboat to a 'non entry' capsule and for abandoning APOTV in favor of
AMRV. DDT&E deltas reflect, mainly, the costs for developing two capsules in the
case of 'APOTV' ^ Lifeboat' and the costs for entry and recovery systems in the case
of AMRV . Production costs deltas follow the same reasoning. Cost per mission
variation is mainly due to additional shuttle launches for the drop tanks, whose num-
:.er varies with mission mode. To provide it lifeboat on each APOTV mission costs an
additional $247M for DDT&E and production of two ship sets plus spares. Each flight
has an additional cost of $26M. The alternative methods of providing for direct
vinergency return is to change to an AMRV capsule. Changing from AI o ,r y to AMRV
entails cost penalties of $82M for DDT&E plus production and $1.5!11 per mission
In summary. APOTV, the baseline concept, is less hazardous than direct
return; it is :i more comfortable return for an ailing crewman since it pulls less g's:
DDT &E,  and production costs are $822 lower than AMRV , $270M lower than APOTV
with lifeboat. cost per mission is $1.5!11 lower than Al11RV and $26M lower than APOTV
with lil'elxr:+;, however, it takes between 7 hours and 18 hours longer from (CEO to
ground, depend:uit on GEO location, but the benefit of this quick return time Kati not
been identified.
It is recommended, therefore, that APOTV be retained its the baseline, and
earry no penalty for emergency return.
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5 - POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
The twenty generic missions, defined at the beginning of the main study, form
the nucleus of potential applications for the MOTV . The five Design Reference
Missions, selected from those twenty, were studued in some detail, as reported
earlier in this summary Wei-hts, performance capability and costs were derived dur-
ing the extension study :or each of the DRMs.
To typify these results, DRM ER1 is given here in some detail using the base-
line APOTV with a two man crew capsule. Figure 5-1 is a summary of the MOTV
weights for that mission, broken down into component parts of the vehicle. The
weights inc?ude 25% contingency on crew capsule related items and 15% on propulsion
items. Using these weights, Fig. 5-2 shows a weight and AV budget history for the
mission. The total AV is 28,535 fps including 2% for fli-ht performance reserves.
Two N10TV drop tanks, plus core stage, are required to accomplish this mission,
.pported by three STS launches to get the total vehicle to LEO, assuming ground
turnaround. The first drop tank is depleted and jettisoned during transfer to GEO.
The second tank is depleted during circularization burn at GEO but is retained until
after de-orbit burn, when it is jettisoned to be burned up in the atmosphere.
Figure 5-3 shows a breakdown of the estimated cost of DRM ER1. It is broken
down into the component parts of the vehicle. DDT&E and production costs have not
be.-3n amortized over the operational flights because no traffic model is available.
Such a model would enable the sharing of STS flights, thus potentially redwing costs
si gnificantly. Costs given in this table reflect charges for whole numbers of STS
flights.
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Fig. 5-2 DRM ER1 —Performance
CREW
CAPSULE
PROPULSION
CORE
DROP
TANKS (2)
MISSION EQUIPT
GENERAL
PURPOSE DEDICATED
DRY WEIGH` 2775 3087 2950 631 4La
CREW/CONSUMABLES
RESERVES/RESIDS
277 175
296 470
BURNOUT WEIGHT 3052 3558 3420 631 408
MAIN PROP - (CAPACITY)
LOADING
(17,500)
17,500
154,640)
34,004
ACPS PROP
MISC
675
145 95
MOTV WEIGHT 3052 21,878 37,424 631 503
TOTAL MOTV WEIGHT -	 ---	 - 63,488--- ------------
Fig. 5-1 ER1 Summary Weight Statement, kg
• APOTV MISSION MODE
TRANSF MID
ORB INS COURSE CIRCL
MAIN PROP (FPS) 8077	 5833
RCS	 (FPS),
	 50
DF MID	 CIRCL
	
GEO	 ORB COURSE
	
35	 5833	 7983
	
100	 65
6348
♦
8 Kg	 T/W = 0.21
I
D. TANK 1
The information given above for DRM ER1, was also derived for the other four
DRMs. This is summarized in Fig. 5-4 which presents data for all five DRMs.
Although the main thrust of the study and this extension was to consider manned
missions, performance of the baseline APOTV as an unmanned vehicle can be obtained
from Fig. 4-8. The payload capabilities quoted are for the OTV propulsion system
alone. It should be borne in mind that the propulsion core is optimumly sized for the
generic manned missions and its propellant capacity of 17,500 Kg reflects what is avail-
able from a single STS launch of propulsion core, crew capsule and mission equipments.
Also, the propulsion core weight is penalized by being designed to carry four drop
tanks. A vehicle designed specifically as a single stage for unmanned payloads would
show better performance capabilities.
CREW
CAPSULE
PROPULSION
CORE
DROP
TANKS (2) TOTALS
MANAGEMENT 0.08
CREW PROVISIONS 0.01 001
TURNAROUND 220
FUEL x.03 0.06 009
DROP TANKS 3 38 338
MISSION OPS 180
OPS SPARES 0.60 OAC 100
STS OPS 74.40
TOTAL 82.92
226 7.114(T)
Fig. 5-3 E R 1 — Cost per Mission 1'79 $M'
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6 - OTV/MOTV GROUND TURNAROUND
Figures 6-1 and 6-2 illustrates the ground turnaround scenario developed for
the OTV/MOTV. The ground turnaround activity for this baseline turnaround mode
is illustrated in Fig. 6-1. After being removed from the Orbiter in the OPF, the re-
turning Core Manned Module (CMM) is put in a horizontal cannister. The cannister
is routed directly to the OTV /MOT V Payload Processing Facility (PPF) for complete
maintenance operations. At the PPF the crew module is demated and processed on it
horizontal workstand. The propulsion core module is processed ill vertical work
stand. For OTV flights the propulsion core module is taken to the VPF and integrated
with other STS cargo in the vertical Cargo Integration Test Equipment (CITE). For
110TV flights the crew and core module are taken separately to the VPF and integrated
ill
	
vertical CITE. In either case the propulsion core module is fueled oil 	 pad
ill
	 %vith STS fueling operations.
Figure 6 shows the prepellant tank assembly operations required at LEO to
prepare an 1110TV for art S 1 generic ::.fission to GEO. The first sequence shows the
crew /core module being deployed at LEO. The altitude stabilization system incor-
porated in the crew /core module will be used to stabilize the vehicle. The next
sequence shows the second tank being installed. The same operations are required
for the second as for the first tank, which is not illustrated. These operations
include: capture of the core/crew module, placing it and securing it to the berthing
rin , installing the drop tank carried in the cargo bay of the Orbiter, cheeking out
the interfaces (mechatlical all y'. ,unctlonal) and deploying the configuration. This
sequence is repeated for the last crop tank installation. The final tank assembly
includes .l crew transfer after the interfaces have been checked. Once the crew is
at")ard they will activate the i1IOTV systems and make final mission checks prior to
t1*.1,1,1 ,crri1ig
 to GIiO.
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la'^^ ,ORBITER PROCESSING
FACILITY
• TRANSFER CORE MODULE 
FROM ORBITER TO	 ORBITER LANDING
CANNISTER	 • RETURN CORE MODULE
FROM LEO	 LAUNCH PAD
• LAUNCH CORE MODULE
'^	 d DROP TANKS INTO
LEO (THREE SHUTTLE
LAUNCHES)
OTV MOTV
	
HORIZONTAL PAYLOAD
.^ ,CANISTE R
• MAINTENANCE	
• TRANSFER CORE
• REFURBISH	 MODULE
• SERVICE
• MISSION READINESS TEST
GUPPY AIRCRAFT
• TRANSPORT DROP
TANKS FROM FACTORY
0171
TRANSFER DROP	 ^
TANKS TO VPF	 AROUND
C^MPADIBLtWITH KSC
^I f
VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
• CITE INTEGRATION
• COMMAND. CONTROL fig
DATA LINK CHECKS
Fig. 61 OTV/MOTV Ground Turnaround Activity
Fig. 6. 2 MOTV Assembly Sequence
OF PN N ^h
Detail functional flows, timelines, and manpower estimates for this baseline
turnaround mode were developed and analyzed relative to total time, manpower, GSE /
facility requirements, and sensitivities.
The extension study concentrated on developing a turnaround scenario for a
space based (SOC) MOTV. Figure 6-3 is an artist's rendering of a SOC MO'rV
turnaround facility used to evaluate space based operations. It would include work
platforms, berthing capability, logistics modules and drop tank plus crew core
modules work stands. The ground rules listed below were established to provide
consistency in evaluating the ground and space based options. The costing ground-
rules were obtained from JSC. The EVA/IVA conversion factors used in the analysis
were derived from Space Lab and other data, plus discussion with the JSC crew
training personnel. The engine life between overhaul of 8 missions per engine were
derived based oil 	 engine firing requirements and the engine manufacturer's
projected engine life of 5 hours between overhaul.
o Tin working on the ground is ttic baseline - his rate is $30/wk hr
o I'or SOC on-orbit IVA operations; man hours are 1. 1 x the baseline & cost
is $900 /wk hr
o l'or routine EVA operations; man-hours are 3 x the baseline & cost is
$2400/wk hr
o I or ENA non-routine operations; man-hours are 5 x the baseline & cost is
H.000/wk lir plus a fixed cost of $96,000
o O'1'V/,NioTV IOC is 1992; OTV/MOTV flt rite = 3/1; OTV traffic will build up
from 3 - 5 i1t in 5 yr
o Cost Per Shuttle flt in '79 $ = 23.8M; shuttle on-orbit costs is 500 k/dav
o SOC crew size is 8 men with 2 men regd for housekeeping & 6 men available
for other activities
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Fig. 63 SOC MOTV Turnaround Facihtr
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o SOC and MOTV crew/propulsion module design will facilitate SOC operation
o Engine good for 8 missions between overhaul
Using these groundrules functional flows were developed and analyzed for the
turnaround options listed in Fig. 6-4. These included: turning the crew module
around at SOC and the propulation module on the ground, the amount of maintenance
required for routine and overhaul operations, use of a pressurized hangar lit SOC,
and a mix of ground vs SOC operations. The optimum mix was found to utilize SOC
for turning around the OTV/MOTV flights as often as possible providing minimum
maintenance as required and use ground turnaround for labor intensive maintenance
or modifications of the MOTV.
Figure 6-5 translates the conclusions reached during our study to a projected
traffic scenario. Operationally, it answers the question, "How would w- expect to
handle the projected OTV /MOTV flights?" The traffic scenario assumes a 1992 IOC;
a 3/1 ratio of OTV to MOTV flights and a 3/1 ratio of short duration mission (ER1
type); to long duration (S-1 type) - and a gradual build-up from 3 to 6 flights in .1
years. Vor this scenario we propose to perform:
o Yost Flight (PF) Only - Safety & damage inspection, service and go - on
every flight at SOC
o Periodic - PF plus limited maintenance - on every fourth flight at SOC
o Overimul -- Complete inspection, performance checks, calibration of sensors.
chmige out of limited life (include engine) and sensors - on the ground
Phis wix of GND/SOC turnaround activities is recommended because it makes
ruse of SOC for routine and non-labor intensive tasks to reduce the degree of shuttle
support required. figure 6-6 illustrates the turnaround savings acrued with the
recommended ground/SOC mix based on the assumed traffic model. It summarizes the
turnaround operational recurring costs for both the "ground based only" and the
recommended GND /SOC mix on a yearly and cumulative basis. For this rather
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LOCATION OF ACTIVITY
GND	 SOC
OPTION
1 VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
- COMPLETE MOTV X X
- PROPULSION CORE MODULE X X
- CREW MODULE X X
2 AMOUNT OF MAINTENANCE
- BARE MINIMUM - GAS & GO - (PRE FLT) X
- MINIMUM SCHED/UNSCHED (PERIODIC) X
- COMPLETE MAINT & OVERHAUL X
3 SOC MAINT WITH/WITHOUT PRESSURIZED HANGAR X
4 GND/SOC MIX X X
CGO/-l0vj I J
Fig. 6.4 MOTV Turnaround Maintenance Options
OTV/MOTV OVERHAUL +	 OVERHAUL	 OVERHAUL
PERIODIC MAINT	 PERIODIC	 PERIODIC
OTV	 ER1	 ER 1	 S•1	 -J ER1
I
1	 1111	 1
LEO
Jl 	
Et URNS 
V - -
-	 i	 I	 M GVkOVND,-%GNT
t E\GASH F
i	 I
G IND	 i Ck
92	 93	 94	 95	 96
2267-184(7)	 TIME - YEARS
Fig. 6. 5 Ground/SOC Turnaround Mix - Option 4 Traffic Scenario
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YEAR 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
NO, OF MISSIONS
PER YEAR 3 4 5 6 6
COST MIX 72 135 225 184 184
PER t
\'EAR
M 5	 6 N D	 I 18 1.18 255 200 200
1-c-LAIL)LATIVE MIX 12 207 432 616 800
COSTS
78M -S	 GND 226 481 665 865
Fig. 6k Cumulative Recurring Costs for SOC/GND Mix vs Ground Turnaround
conservative traffic model it savings of $300M is achieved over a five year period which
breaks down to tin average of $6261 /year or 513M/flight. Although the actual dollars
saved is traffic sensitive the recommended ground 'SOC mix will always provide a net
savings.
Our analysis also indicated that a pressurized hanger could further enhance
SOC operation. Figure 6-7 shows the effect on manhours of a pressurized hangar
maintenance at SOC. As indicated, the pressurized hangar reduces the manhours
significantly - approximately 50 `x.. The reduction reflects the efficiency of the 1VA vs
EVA to accomplish maintenance tasks at LEO. Since manpower costs are it recurring
operational liability, the pressurized hangar is :.i viable consider.,tion for SOC and
should he investigated further.
000
350
300
250
M HR 200
150
100
50
0
.	 1 183(T )
MAINT
	 SCHED	 UNSCHED
	 LEO ASSY	 MISSION
PREP	 MAINT	 MAINT	 & REFUEL	 PREPS
Fig. 6. 7 SOC Pressurized Hangar-Op'ion
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